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 Scouts past and present will end up being fascinated to see how scouting has transformed, in addition to
what offers stayed the same over the years. More than 40 million copies of the book have already been
distributed since its initial publication nearly a century ago. The initial Boy Scouts Handbook standardized
American scouting and emphasized the virtues and qualifications for scouting, delineating what the American
Boy Scouts declared was would have to be a “”well-developed, well-knowledgeable boy. The book includes info
on the business of scouting, indicators and signaling, camping, scouting games, and a description of many
scouting honors.This is a facsimile reprint of the very first Boy Scouts Handbook, complete with the
beautiful vintage advertisements that accompanied the original 1911 edition, now in full color.
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Bweware - the hard copy We received is missing page 5 Bweware - the hard copy We received is missing
web page 5, instead page 88 was placed there nevertheless the other aspect is page 6. will need to look for
it aswell but this publication is fabulous displays the fantastic years of scouting and how factors used to
operate in the world. However you will get it on the preview of the kindle duplicate. It really is a great
direct to instruct your children the way to handle them selves in life and character. This one is packed with
great, useful details. Same amount of web pages 400 + Forwards + advertisements., the print is the exact
same size and appearance as if it were copied from the same archive. It is not missing web page 5.. It
gets the old west kind of vibe, Great reserve for brand-new boy scouts also. I suggested it for everybody
of all ages. An excellent copy of the original Boys Scout manual. 1911, one of my favorite years. I am
certain they are spinning within their graves to what has occurred to the BSA this hundred years. It was
interesting to learn the founding manual to find the best boys organization ever made. The Boy Scouts of
America was founded and supported by the business enterprise leaders, intellectuals, great American guys
and warriors. I was in the Boy Scouts in the late 60's and early 70's. I enjoyed reading the methods
scouting was back then. The subjects and skills learned by the scouts benefited my colleagues and myself
for the rest of out lives. I can survive and handle myself in the wilds of character without getting lost or
being in danger. The lessons within this manual are what is lacking with today's youth. Not the complete

Book!Also I rented the paperback from the library that is illustrated in color. I bought the reserve from
Amazon since it was cheaper and quicker. It's been over 100 years now and we've had a whole lot od
changes in the program and advancement. Highly recommended for any innovator or Scout thinking about
our heritage. great legacy book wasn't aware that there surely is a genuine scouting manual. So whoever
made this copy produced a mistake. great times in the usa all the way to the trail to eagle scouting
reserve. Miss those days on to Trail Life will use the lessons discovered from this book and trail to eagle in
future endeavors on the Trail Life Its amazing how different the handbook is today compared to the . It
would be better to carry around.. Its amazing how different the handbook is today compared to the older
ones. The colour does not increase anything, however I like how big is the paperback book better. The
newest one is essentially useless. Handbook I needed to see what this program was like initially in america.
Despite its age, there are numerous lessons to be gleaned because of its pages, including outdated skills and
video games. I thinking we've strayed to become politically correct which is a shame, but we have been
trying to return toward what we had been with the brand new rank advancement requirements. The
manual can be an interesting read and I am so glad it is available for us. The cover may be the same the
Name is the same but the content is very different. A Wonderful Resource For any Scouter, that is a
wonderful consider the start of Scouting. The covers looked the same however when I got it I realized
these were not also close the true Handbook is 448 pages, this is an inexpensive reproduction with only
about half the pages 192 to be exact. I bought this for use with Trail Guides to Learning - Paths of
Exploration Series. Excellent resource! If you are thinking about brushing through to your Scouting skills,
this is an excellent resource. Every home that has a boy must have this on the bookshelf Despite the fact
that the scouting plan has unfortunately surrendered to politics, the principles of Baden-Powell go on. Four
Stars very interesting Highlights How exactly to Develop Character The way the founders viewed the role
of Boy Scouting in developing strong character in boys. Furthermore, and sadly, when one compares the
material in this quantity with any version released post 1965, the difference is stark. A Great Book to
Challenge Yourself I've always wished a 1st edition of the Boy Scout handbook to compare and contrast to
the current one, and We finally have it. He loves it Perfect gift for our scout master Extremely nostalgic,

great read. Good principles and skills are discussed within.Besides that, the book is usually filled with
interesting details and good starting place for a wide range of things. Trip back in time This book is
excellent. Takes me back A handbook everyone should have read ! thank you thus much : awesome item !
Interesting history Grandson loved it
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